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Gathering at the Table
By Paul Harrington
Seminary Pastor
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But some of that began to change in 1963 with the Second
Vatican Council when Pope John XXIII decided that the Mass

could be celebrated in English, that the word heretic should

be used a lot less often in the church, and that it was okay for
Catholics and Protestants to enter into extended dialogues in

order to explore areas of commonality. It was a new and exciting
time in the life of the Church after centuries of antagonism,
distrust, and even persecution. It was as if we all got together, read

the 17th chapter of John's Gospel and decided we had better start

living by the precepts of our Lord. And along the way we seem
to have discovered that( voila!) we had much more in common

than we ever knew. I am happy to report that Christians of all
denominations are probably closer to each other today than they
have been in the past 500 years. We have also discovered that we
can have real unit Y in the Spirit
without structural or ecclesiastical
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that we are some kind of" orphans" and that we will never be a
legitimate church until we are once again in the fold of Rome.

Such unity may come about some day but I suspect it will have
more to do with the hand of God than with human hands
The recent battle over the historic episcopate is a case in point.

Some ranking Lutherans felt we needed to" legitimize" our very
existence by fully endorsing the ordination rituals of the Episcopal
Church and( by extension) the Catholic Church. I simply wish to
remind readers that our history, our heritage, and our theology is
rock solid and has been so for about 500 years. As I recall, it was
Martin Luther who rediscovered and reclaimed the essence of the

Gospel and the entire Christian Church has benefited ever since.
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Concord

that we might all come to the table of ecumenism as competent

and confident partners. And may all of our dialogues grow out of
a profound sense of mutual respect, parity, and goodwill!

News From Japan

.
Regardingthe Earthquake in Japan
By Eric Anspach- Hanson
Pastor at Tokyo Lutheran Church

ello everybody at Luther Seminary. For those of you at Luther who don't know me, I graduated from Luther Seminary in 2007 and
took my first call as a missionary through the ELCA s Global Mission program( an excellent program, if I can throw in a shameless
plug) to a church called Tokyo Lutheran Church in the middle of Tokyo, Japan. My wife, Christie Hanson, also graduated from
the U of M' s Nursing School around the same time that I graduated seminary and we have been living in Japan for about three and a half
years now, and have loved almost every minute of it.
Interestingly enough, I think that people in the United States knew more about the devastation and destruction caused by the earthquake
and subsequent tsunamis long before Christie and I were aware of how vast the destruction was here in Japan. When the earthquake hit, I was
at my local tax center trying to fill out my Japanese income tax returns and Christie was teaching an English class at Waseda University, about
a mile away from our church. Neither of us were near a television or a computer when the earthquake hit and so neither of us knew initially
what kind of damage it did. When both of our buildings started shaking, all we knew was that we were experiencing the biggest earthquake
either of us had ever experienced( Japan has hundreds of small earthquakes a year, so experiencing small earthquakes here is not uncommon).
The earthquake lasted for about 8 minutes, and immediately after it was over people all over Tokyo were trying to reach friends and relatives via
their cellular phones. The cellular phone systems in Japan were so overloaded during that time that phones actually stopped working, and so it
was quite difficult to connect with people. Christie and I were finally able to connect with each other about four hours after the earthquake and
were both greatly relieved to discover we were both ok. It was only later that night that news started trickling in about where the earthquake
hit and how many people had died and/ or were injured. From that time up until now, the video footage and stories that have spread around
the world talking of lost homes, lost lives, and lost loved ones speaks for itself regarding how horrible the devastation has been.
A few days after the earthquake, as you all probably know, the Nuclear Power Plant in Fukushima started experiencing reactor
problems. The radiation leaks resulting from those problems have spread beyond the plant causing even more people to evacuate their homes
in search of safer places to stay. Radioactive elements have been found in both food and water as far away as Tokyo, and Japanese people
have not been entirely trusting of the government s claims that the elevated radioactivity found in the food and water is still safe for human
consumption. This fear has caused the
hoarding of certain essentials such as bread, rice, eggs, gasoline, bottled water, batteries, etc... in many
major Japanese cities, which makes it harder for aid workers to get supplies like that up to the people suffering in Northern Japan.
Things are starting to calm down now however, and the hoarding and panic seems to be abating. One thing that has really amazed
Christie and I is how calmly and how uniformly the Japanese people are responding to these various difficulties( earthquake, tsunami, power
plant). Both of us have remarked in the past few weeks that in other major cities of the world fear regarding radiation tainted food and drinking
water would most likely cause looting, rioting, or other such violent activity. In Japan, however, we have not heard even one instance of rioting
or looting, and these days, even when the government is rationing certain food items like bottled water and bread, people wait calmly in line
and only take their fair portion. What amazing cooperation!
I also want to express how wonderfully the Japanese Evangelical Lutheran Church has responded to this crisis, and how well the
ELCA is working with the JELC in putting their own disaster-relief funds to use for the sake of the
people in Northern Japan. A few days after the crisis happened leaders in

the church were already discussing ways that we could respond,
and only three weeks after the earthquake a relief task

force was set up that has already brought trucks
full of food, clothing, and other necessities to
the damaged areas. This work will continue for

the foreseeable future in partnership with the
ELCA. I remember at seminary having a lot of
criticisms for the Church and for its leaders ( like a
normal seminarian, I think!), but to see how well the JELC

and ELCA have partnered together in

responding to this disaster I am VERY
proud to call myself Lutheran. Their

efforts are literally saving lives.
I could write a lot more,
but as I recall, the Concord isri t a

magazine! God bless you all in your

studies, and keep the people of Japan in
your thoughts, prayers, and checkbooks.
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Letters: Park Bench Evangelism Forum

From the Student Council

From the Academic Dean

he recent forum on Evangelism( March 10, 2011) was successful
in many

respects, with

students at

Luther

very

diversity of opinions,

appreciated the

most of the conversation.
problems that can

There

happen

issue

good conversation on an

Seminary

hear

to

want

ear Student Council and Members of the Luther

that

DSeminary Community:

We

more about.

It's been a privilege to work with representatives

and the positive tone that pervaded

was one

incident

brought

that

light

to

of the Student Council in developing a constructive response

the

differences, ( See Prof.

when we talk about our

to the exchange and actions that occurred at the Evangelism

Pat Keifert' s apology, adjacent) but at the same time, we as representatives
from the Student Council wish to find ways to use this incident as a

Forum two weeks ago.

I draw from the language of our faculty handbook
to express what I believe is Luther Seminary faculty's

learning opportunity for us all.
So, how do

How

our ethos?

in love,
mirror

yet civil

can we as a

seminary community speak to

easy

both for

but

we

lead in

will

in

all see

an environment that is conducive for learning and living in
all facets of its communal life. The seminary seeks to establish
a healthy climate for the development of relationships among
its students, staff, and faculty and is dedicated to the pursuit

a

Christ' s

of

lightly?These

people

believe it's worth

for how we

our own growth and

God' s

the wounds of

treating

questions to answer,

We believe

commitment to constructive public discourse and Christian

Community:
Luther Seminary is committed and dedicated to providing

the truth we see

remaining conscious that, in this present age, we
dimly? How do we live out our callings as ambassadors
while

reconciliation, without
are not

talking about our differences? How can we
discourse around real disagreements as part of

we go about

develop a fearless,

the conversation

of truth in its academic life in a manner that exemplifies

the parish.

desire among the students at Luther Seminary
have discussions about the differences which many of us have in our

to

there

is

respect, integrity, and a valuing of each person in the

a

community. A climate that most fully promotes learning
reflects the following governing values:

theology. Students want to know more about where the real differences
between professors lie and how it impacts their own theology, but sense
that they have no real opportunity to listen to discussions like this- in
which points of agreement and

disagreement

for understanding

to the surface

questions as part of our growth

desires

are

clearly

and consideration-

in

It

these topics.

that we chose to create the evangelism

or

civilly brought

and

to

1. It seeks to be collegial rather than competitive;
2. It seeks to foster a spirit of freedom rather than fear;

ask our

3. It seeks to promote a spirit of excellence and inquiry;
4. It seeks to promote and encourage equality and access;

emerging

was to address these

forum

and

hope

to

and,

form

5. It seeks to engender a spirit of forgiveness and love.

like it.

more

We

Guided by these values and principles, I am pleased

honored

are

to

have been

viewed as a success, and

that we

hope

it

also

able to

brings

facilitate

to us a great

are

learning opportunity

continue to occur between and among students and faculty
to address the crossing of the borders of acceptable behavior
among Christians that happened at the Evangelism Forum
during important frank and open debate.

dialogue,

toward a goal of more open and respectful

going. We

with the subsequent conversations that have occurred and

in. Steps have been

we can all participate

conversation

Overall, it is

this event.

interested in

hearing

from

taken to move

let's

so

keep

the

you,

the

Luther

Seminary community with any thoughts and ideas you might have on how
best

we might

have

these

Church

take advantage of this event to

very important

and

for

conversations,

for

help

for

our sake,

I look forward to continued conversations with students

faculty

and faculty as to how we can best move forward to strengthen

the sake of the

the values and provide the environment articulated in the

students and

commitments stated in the faculty's guiding documents.

the sake of the world.

God Bless,
Luther

Seminary Student

Council 2010- 2011

Roland Martinson, Academic Dean
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Community Submissions

Do We Love One Another?
By

my heart when I hear about how fellow ecumenical students do not
feel welcomed at Luther Seminary. It also saddens me when I hear the
words of other students, " He doesn't really count because he is just
a Methodist." Or when I wear my bindi( an Indian dot that is worn
in the middle of the forehead and can signify knowledge, honor, or

Katie Johnson

MDiv Senior
7

is

late Monday

sit

in

class

to

the professor

his first

ask

addressing

Is

throughout the room.
good

Most

humor,

often

done in jest,
However,

division
is

could

labels

by

becoming a syncretistic Hindu.
How do we as the community of Luther Seminary change and

given

address this?

be heard

seems that the

answer lies in
Christ s teachln g t
love your nei h910'

Seminary are

to cause

him

It seems that the answer lies in Christ's teaching
It

Luther

intended

love etc.) and I am looked at with suspicion and asked whether I am

this

offensive?

titles given at

and are not

a student

Baptist,"

is it

over time the

can create

When

or

Instead

this student

The Methodist:' Laughs

as, "

just

a question.

the proffessor addresses

name,

I

notes, a student raises

taking

his hand
of

afternoon and while

harm.

to a person

which severs a

called,"

community.
The Methodist," " The

do the work of the Kingdom in spite of theological

differences. Let us join together, as the body of Christ, and learn from

are no longer treated as equals within the conversation. Instead they
one

to

feel

for

token minorities"

beliefs. This

their

story, and treating them with the utmost respect,

understanding that all have been called by God to

The Pentecostal,"" The Catholic," they

are exploited as"

to love your neighbor. Loving your neighbor means
opening up for real dialogue where people are able
to truly hear one another and listen deeply. It means
learning about someone else' s tradition and faith

out of place, misunderstood, and unwelcome.

one another, and partner with one another in order to be the mouth

lead
It breaks
can

Piece, and the hands and feet of God to the world.

A World Without "Others"
By

Matt Orendorff

which they belong. Both times I have been amazed at the diversity
of denominations represented in the classes. There have been

MDiv Senior

up ELCA-Lutheran. I was baptized
Lutheran, went to Sunday school and

Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Baptists, Lutherans of different stripes,
UCCers, Roman Catholics and the list goes on. There are no

grew

youth

Lutheran
where

the

foundation

of

church.

I learned

Trinity

my faith

The Lutheran

about

and

that

was

laid

in

the

church

is

God' s redeeming love,
I am saved by grace

faith. The Lutheran

through
the

group

and was confirmed

church

and where that

faith

is

where

grew and

flourished. When I

received the call to ordained
ministry I naturally
ELCA seminary. Through a series of events, however,
I recently realized that God was calling me out of the ELCA to
enrolled at an

something different.
So, I switched denominations. I

my studies and
that I am now an

to continue

from Luther Seminary, which means
ecumenical student. Because I did not begin
my seminary journey as
I have

a

different

perspective than that of some

Throughout this journey, I have experienced
frustrations with the ELCA's process and am now beginning
to face the confusion and quandaries that come
along with being an
ecumenical student. I have noticed some voids in communication
and it can be hard to find the answers to
my questions or even know
ecumenical students.
some

whom to ask when questions arise.

I have

now taken

in New Brighton.

two classes at

The first

United Theological

day of both
time
a

ecumenical" students. There are only sinners and saints, Christians
and Children of God.

I have not experienced( nor can I imagine ever experiencing)
this type of exercise in any of my classes at Luther. We don't take
the time to get to know about each other as brothers and sisters.

Sure, there may be an ecumenical student here or there to add a

different perspective or make statistics look pretty, but in the end
Luther Seminary is an ELCA seminary. In fact, when I told my
family and friends that I was switching denominations and would
be an ecumenical student at Luther, some were confused. They
thought that since Luther Seminary was an ELCA seminary I would
no longer be able to attend. I assured them that I would still be able

plan

graduate

an ecumenical student,

"

for

little

of

Seminary

those classes we took

everyone

in

the class to share

about their personal religious

history

and

the

denomination

to

to attend and explained that although it is an ELCA seminary there
are students of various denominations at Luther.

I have had many interesting experiences since becoming an
ecumenical student. One day I was having a conversation with some
friends about how odd it feels to all of a sudden be an ecumenical

student after beginning the process as an ELCA student. It was
peculiar to think of myself as a minority of sorts. I am now one of
the" token ecumenical students."

I am one of the" others" whom I

once viewed as anomalies.

I wonder what a world without" others" would look like. I
wonder what a world would look like where the walls of denomination
are knocked down, so that we can stand together to topple the walls
of hate and injustice that surround us. I wonder what a world would
look like where we are freed from those things which bind us, so that

we can share that Christ died and was raised to set us free. And I

wonder what God's Family would look like if all of God's Children

Luther

Seminary
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Lutheran Spectrum

The Demon on My Shoulder
ByLindsay
2nd

Colwell

the straight and narrow that my salvation could be in jeopardy, as

MTh

year

though the WELS church had cornered the market on Christ. The

most painful part has been having my gender shoved in my face as

efore I get too far in this article, I
like

would

to

this:

say

a means of controlling me. I can't tell you the number of times 1
Timothy 2: 11- 15 has been used to politely tell me to shut up when
I have a valid question or opinion. You might be wondering why I
haven't changed my church membership. To be honest, the rebellious

I have been

l
Ml%

this particular confession

avoiding
since

I

arrived at

seminary in 2007. I don' t like

to advertise this somewhat

because

myself

feelings

reinforce the

I have been both

here,

so

a

Master

I already have

of

those

feelings in

spades.

face up to the little demon
for the last 30 years.
I

am a

Lutheran. But, I

technically

or

in

find

out on your

know

is

a

right.

Synod. Let

little like growing up with
by blood only to

the game, but a few of the rules are lost on me. As

you can see I have bigger problems than whether or

birthday that you are adopted. I
thinking: " Lindsay is a Missouri
in

and confirmed

the

WELS

not I am an ecumenical student. I spend more time

worrying about how my call affects my religiously
conservative family or my husband, who likes to
call himself" a recovering Catholic", but this is no
place to air my denominational dirty laundry.

I

worse than that.

the shock subside, take a

church.

breath,

deep

I continue down the road that God has laid

an explanation.

Throughout my life I have heard God' s

has

At least,

you.

considers me an

(

The Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran

in for

and settle

like

The seminary

time

shoulder

my

you are all related

Lutheran?!?" Close. But, it' s

baptized

That' s

am not a- Lutheran

on

side of me likes being labeled a conservative but acting as anything
but. There is a small part of me that is waiting for the WELS church
to somehow find out I have been worshiping amongst" the other
Lutherans" so that they can kick me out or excommunicate me
whatever they may decide to call it).
I can honestly say that I have not had any struggles at Luther
Seminary as an" ecumenical" student, but then again,
I blend in better than most. If anything, I sit outside
of the ELCA circle watching the game. I understand

18th

what you are

synod
was

thinking

However, it is

has been sitting

that

past experience.

ecumenical student, which
your siblings

being an outsider. And
of
Theology student

Master

to

not

of

and a

Arts

surprising aspect of
I get tend to

the reactions that

taken me years to

figure

call.

before me. I don't know if that will eventually
lead me to membership in the ELCA or not. I do
know that my call is not to ordained ministry.
God has something else in mind for me. I like to
think that that something is akin to Paul who says in 1 Cor

It

out what that call

for my life. Right now, that call means
preparing to be a professor. That call may change,
means

but

that

is

what

it looks like

at the moment.

Getting to this place in

my life has been complicated and painful. At nearly every turn when
I would ask questions of my pastor or others in leadership positions

1: 17, " For Christ did not send me to baptize but to proclaim the
gospel, and not with eloquent wisdom, so that the cross of Christ

might not be emptied of its power."

in my church, I would subtly be reminded that if I didn't stay on

Lutheran Ecumenism
By

Amber Julia Bergeron

you."

MDiv Senior

The Lutheran faith is
ands.

We

are

both

We live both in
yet.

God' s

year

I

word

student and a

all about

sinner and saint.

and gospel.

This

my life

and a

both/ and
I

both/

the now and the not

is both law

added another

strange one at that.

am

to

both

Lutheran. I proudly

attend an

ELCA seminary and I'm a proud member of
three years at

Luther,

as an

ELCA

it one- sided. I as well find myself drifting toward the dozen or so
Lutheran ecumenical students and away from my old ELCA friends,
even though I love and respect them greatly. I think this is a problem
among all Lutheran denominations. God forbid a WELS student
would want to learn from an LCMS student. Heaven help us if
an AFLC person would sit down and learn from an ELCA person!

an ecumenical

LCMC. It's a strange paradox for me, I must say.
In my first

This phenomenon does not simply occur at Luther Seminary

you' ll find this at non- ELCA Lutheran Seminaries as well) nor is

student,

I

noticed

Better not lump the LCMC in with the NALC! Why is it okay to
be an ecumenical student at a Lutheran institution so long as you're
not Lutheran?

I'm sure there are a lot of things we can agree on ifwe actually sat
down to talk. You like Jello? What a coincidence, so do I! Potlucks

that when one encountered an ecumenical student, a strange
euphoria

up

bubbled up

and people were excited to

ecumenical student,

engaging dialogue opened
learn from one another. As a Lutheran

as the promise of

I have found

the reaction to

be

quite

different.

Oh, you're a non- ELCA Lutheran? I don't think I want to talk to
6

Concord

make you giddy? Me, too! Works righteousness make you a little
squeamish? Ditto! Let's dialogue, people. After all, isn' t that how

learning happens and relationships are made?

Lutheran Spectrum

Unified in God' s Invitation
to do Justice

Ecumenism (Oikoumene)

in Madagascar
By

Denis

By Rachel Simonson

Rakotozafy

Intern at Trinity Lutheran Church, Lynwood, WA

MA Senior

Afew Sundays ago, as I was finishing a
adagascar is composed of theconversation with a gentleman after
i'

Catholic Church ( EKAR),

the

Reformed Church ( FJKM),

the

Lutheran Church ( FLM),
Church ( EEM). the
was

formed

called

Madagascar ( FFKM)

eto

Madagascar. These four
the government

during

on

the

and

Anglican

and

is

Fiombonana' ny Fiangonana Kristianina
or

Council

Christian Churches in

of

formed

the second republic

to stand against

in Madagascar

as

the

government attempted to nationalize the private education system.

Due

to that

FFKM
active

until

force

issue,

the

January

Malagasy

did

government

not recognize

11, 1985. However, the FFKM

on social and political

issues

as she

is the

remains an

prophet of the

Nation.
FFKM

witnesses on

behalf of Jesus Christ

with

its many

health

and social services,

has

include

so that God will be able to fix all of her financial and emotional

interfaith

solidarity

projects, schools.

And recently

their role

activities such as

coordinating

a national campaign against

AIDS
the

expanded to

HIV/

monitoring. The FFKM also is a member in
World Council of the Churches( WCC) and in the All Africa
and election

Conference

of

a part of their mission has been more of a challenge for me. For

development

and peace, theological education, and

with women and the poor,

programs,

he had my hand firmly in his grasp, he first
kissed it, then brought it up to his forehead in one swift motion. Then
he closed his eyes and started praying in tongues. So there I stood,
in the middle of the fellowship hall, my hand tightly gripped to this
fellow's forehead, who was is earnestly and very audibly praying in a
strange sounding language. And it wasn't a short prayer. When he was
done, I smiled politely, thanked him, and went on my way.
While this ecumenical encounter struck me more as delightfully
amusing than anything, there have been times this year at my
internship site where Trinity's honest invitation to all people to be

instance, how do I resist the urge to lay the theological smack down
on someone who is telling a severely and clinically depressed woman
that she really just needs to believe in God more and pray harder

such as mission and evangelism, refugee and relief work,

dialogue, justice

much of it. I was surprised to discover that once

ecumenism movement

November 26th, 1979

churches were

worship, he stuck his hand out for
a handshake. Not being a stranger to Sunday
morning post-worship handshakes I didn't think

problems? The work of being the Body of Christ can be aggravating.
Why try to work together when so much energy is spent in diplomacy
and

stretching

our patience—

especially since we need all that energy

as we work in this world which is so broken and where there is so

Churches( AACC).

Madagascar has many denominations

such as

Baptist

church,

much need?

Pentecostal church, Adventist church, Assembly of God church etc.
All

of these churches are not

members

there

is

in

an

the

FFKM,

even

issue between the

regrouping

be

to

to

members

be

ecumenical or to

be

in the WCC. Therefore,

church who are members

in

the

FFKM

and the church who are outside of the FFKM. The FFKM calls
all of these churches"

Christian

sects"

and

these churches criticize

the FFKM. Regardless, this issue seems to not be a big problem
in Madagascar

and not antagonistic.

I

must

mention

the

Finally,
z

rel ationshi P

b e t w e e n

iksl £

Muslims

and

the Christians'
hOFti

fili„

Y

is very peaceful.
Muslims

nVE
7

are

in
minority
Madagascar

totaling 5%

of the

population out of a

w

theologically come together despite
their differences, unified over the

invitation that God extends to all of us,,,,.

to do ' ustice, to love kindness,'4aiptcl,to
walkumbly with God.

as the churches have their right to

speak. It is just an anomaly

lowl"

It's powerful to see people who disagree

total of 22 million
people.

Yet, of course, this is exactly why working ecumenically as
the Body of Christ is so important, even in the face of our theological
differences. Because this world is so broken and there is so much

need out there. Our collaborative energies will go a lot further to help
alleviate suffering in our communities and in the world around us.

Trinity is in an area with a large homeless population right
outside our door. To meet the need of providing basic resources,
Trinity has joined forces with other mainline Protestant churches and
a Unitarian church, as well as with people from more conservative

traditions, those who do not attend any church, and even from the
local mosque. It is a huge effort and it is beautiful to step back and
watch. It's powerful to see people who disagree theologically come
together despite their differences, unified over the invitation that
God extends to all of us: to do justice, to love kindness, and to walk

humbly with God.
Luther

Seminary
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Ecumenism

Ecumenical " Life Together"
Rev. Dr. Richard Bliese

By

President, Luther

students can choose to take classes in any of these marvelous settings

e. g. Catholic, Evangelical or Progressive Protestant). In short, whereas

Seminary
Ecumenism is in

Seminary.
fact

our

DNA

It may be due

life

of our

at

Luther

to this

very

together that,

over

the past ten years, ecumenism is one of the

dimensions

of our

mission that

as
has

grown

gran !

progress has been
rapidly. The P
g
g
Nevertheless, this ecumenical wave has led
most

to some significant

both
Are
Lutheran

does

role

public

we now"

18%

big

ecumenism

ecumenism

up

a

look

of the

are

faithfully

play

is

faculty
at

who

need more

become? What

challenge and promise of our

in

an essential sign of

our theological

Today

23%

though this

dimension

of our

seminary as

students.

The

body and

language is flawed

then non- ecumenical? We still
this

how

DNA.

of the student

haven't

come

community.) More

Baptists, Pentecostals, United Methodists

ecumenical

class that

The

are" ecumenical"(

are attracted to our

And

mission?

better language for

and more,

Do we

the

serve the mission of the church

has, in fact, become

rooted

Luther

How does

within our mission of educated evangelical

at the numbers:

Lutherans

with

enough"?

might our ecumenical role

leaders for apostolic

Take

Lutheran

confessional witness embrace ecumenism?

ecumenical commitment

deeply

growing pains; feelings of
Questions abound:

pride and confusion.

ecumenical voices to more

to the world? How

and

Presbyterians

faculty represent

doesn' t include ecumenical sources in its required readings.
knows what will happen to our ecumenical enrollment
MDiv/ DL

program gets more prominent national

attention.

From

a

historical
is

Seminary' s story

rich,

this recent growth,
that our

perspective,

but

contested.

it's amazing

first " ecumenical"

years ago was

Luther
to

do

literally

Seminary

a radical

project.

The

broke

out

With

all

member

nationally

unleashed on

"

I
at

visit the

Luther

and

the Minnesota Consortium of Theological Schools( MNCTS). The
MNCTS consists of five seminaries in the state of Minnesota who

recognize the value of working across denominational traditions in
order to strengthen our faculty, expand our offerings to students, and
deepen our understanding of the Church and the world. In addition,
we work with other ecumenical groups including SCUPE( in Chicago),
ATS( The Association of Theological Schools), and several Lilly Grant
Projects and programs. It would be hard to list all the ecumenical

commitments represented by our faculty members.
ELCA Ecumenism: The ELCA is a leading church within the
ecumenical movement. As the ELCA has grown in its own ecumenical

commitments, Luther Seminary has been challenged to consider how

we can assist the ELCA in living into its agreements.
ecumenism

to grow;

"

creation of new Lutheran denominations (e. g.
LCMC

and

NALC),

Luther Seminary will

increasingly experience" ecumenical Lutherans"
on campus. In essence, this kind of experience is

is a place where many streams of Lutheranism

seminary president's permission
Catholics in Collegeville as a class

became The Collegeville

Cultural Research( founded 1967),

and

to

To experience Luther Seminary is to experience ecumenism, from
faculty, to students, to staff, to many of our constituents and donors.
Our mission draws an amazing array of confessions to our doors. We
are also part of the Minnesota Consortium of Theological Schools( St.

John's, St. Paul' s, Bethel, United and Luther seminaries) whereby our

Concord

as an essential dimension of our commitment to Evangelical Public

Leadership in service to God's mission.
External Ecumenism: Luther Seminary is an active partner in

have always come together on behalf of the mission of God.

be or not to be," but rather" how to be. That was
and is the real question. Ecumenism at Luther has never been simple;
to use a recent film title," it's complicated."

8

provide a Lutheran confessional identity that embraces ecumenism

when a courageous

is

was never

faculty, staff and students as part of the heart of this seminary,
united by a common mission. This diversity has brought strength to
Luther's curriculum and community. Our vision of the future is to

rooted in our history because Luther Seminary

wasn'

issue

commitment is lived out concretely with the presence of ecumenical

furthermore, it must

history! In contrast, many outside the Luther community
labeled Luther' s faculty anti- ecumenical" after The Call to Common
Mission debate during the 1990s. The characterization
t far from
accurate, but it stuck in many circles. Concerning ecumenism, the
the rest

because they are becoming tangible realities around campus.
Internal Ecumenism: Luther Seminary has been called to
function as a school of the ELCA with a strong ecumenical life. The

will continue

fifty

this campus

efforts this student undertook

Institute for Ecumenical

ecumenism and Lutheran ecumenism. I mention these four categories

firmly believe that

student asked the

thing:

ecumenical DNA: internal ecumenism, external ecumenism, ELCA

Lutheran Ecumenism: With the recent

Prof. Charles Amjad-Ali) was hired only fifteen
short years ago. One of the first fruits of the
ecumenical spirit that

schools, at Luther, we live ecumenism every day on campus.
Let me briefly outline four ecumenical arenas that shape our

Luther

to remember

faculty

you might need to go off campus to experience" ecumenism" at other

an

diversity that runs from Copts to Catholics, and it is a rare

numbers when our

at Luther Seminary

I firmly believe that ecumenism at Luther will continue to grow;
furthermore, it must grow. This represents a huge promise for our
mission of
educating missional leaders for the whole church— as

well as for the ELCA. Naturally, this growth will also represent both
practical and theological challenges. This is some of the hard work to

Which we' ve been called. Since the Lutheran Confessions themselves
are built on ecumenical creeds, this kind of task is nothing new to
our church. It's in our theological DNA. Might it be that this new

ecumenical wave is exactly one of the" things God is doing at Luther
Seminary?" I think the answer to that question is" Amen:'

Ecumenism

A Big OP Ecumenundrum
By Frank Johnson
MDiv Senior

couple of months ago, I asked my friend, Jenny, to write for the Concord because we were in need of an ecumenical voice. Together

we mocked the term, disparaging the idea that only our non-ELCA Lutheran students can be considered inter-denominational. My
confusion was such that I later turned to my personal expert in all things seminary and life, Krista Lind, for an answer. Surely she
would be able to tell me why we haven't come up with a better term for those brave folks who are outside of the Luthexan clique. Sadly, she
reported, that Jenny is an ecumenical student simply because nobody has come up with a better term for her eL

Have no fear! I thought, I will solve this big ecumenundrum! I descended into the Bockman Conclavery a monih but I am happy to
report that the white smoke is pouring out of the chimney and for once it isn't from the hookah+Afe Aurin through the Oxford English

Dictionary, dwelling in many potential words, and testing a few out on my non-Lutheran frrds, I found that'`one rose above all others.
It was

The

so simple, so unexpected.

to their understandable need to think
or congremissional.

Or

for my suchts

reason

endeavor

forward. Yes, it was tempttig to ire ake

ibility

there was the ppss`

redefining: an already

of

in whi

many before me have failed could only be attributed

mord— perhaps' meterolutheranal, transfordenominational
existing word- aha! We could call them" misdirected" students!
a

Lastly, there was some hope for acrpnYms: Students Probtttg Our ReligrQus Kinks( SPORKs) or Anonymous Protestants, Potential Lutherans,
and

Evangelical Strangers(

But in

How brilliant! (I hear

you

S) were obvious candat*.:

APP

the end, those proved

insu

t.

What I really needed

t time I see Jeri
exnn

say

was,

me genuine backward thinking. I found it finally in the word" catholic."

I can tell er that she might consider herself non-denominational, but here at the

seminary she is catholic toc of course! And Dr Hs?Well, she' s a catholic professor who also happens to be Catholic.
Now, you

might

find y

whereas" ecumenical"

Much

has

ying that this creates there problem as the dreaded" e" term; surely, Lutherans are also catholic! True, but

rs

o a movement toward unity, "catholic" refers to a state of being; it is naming the unity we have as Christians.

refe

beenIt

1*

calling our students" catholic" would be more a distraction than it is worth— but I do wonder
what would happen ifwe used terminology that named a reality, rather than words designed for movement. Or I guess we could always call
of

this article

them SPORKs.

Ecumenism and Identity
B

Mandy Brobst- Renaud

martyrs, Augustine, the Reformers, feminists, and countless others.

MyDiv Middler

These teachers, pastors, and theologians do not lead us to one
convenient answer, but a complicated picture of who God is and
interest

n the

thing I
r"

grow

h.

a '< '

a

a

up in

to

wanting

a part of

Lutheran

Luther' s

traditions.

be

Lutheran

up in

a

ordained

that

the

not

I

was

Baptist

church

seven years ago.

different

first

I did

tradition;

member of a

identity;

it is

Thus,

tradition and

in the ELCA, I decided

shaped not

comprise

faculty, and staff represent

The

is

Seminary. " Lutheran," however, only describes

ideology but by the people who
our students,

full- disclosure,

I became Lutheran

having grown
to attend a

the

fully-immersed

until

of

must mention

question of ecumenism,

only

by

theological

its community. At Luther,

many denominations
in my

opinion,

and

boils down

identity. Identity becomes quickly complicated.
I have heard many students ( both Lutheran and non- Lutheran)
talk about the Lutheran
identity. I am curious: what, exactly, is the
to a question of

Lutheran
it

seems

identity? Drawing from the history of the Reformation,
the identity took shape over time and does not represent a

understanding of what it is to be Lutheran. From Luther' s
Works to Luther's Basic Theological Writings to the Book of Concord,
singular

we see

it was

as

Luther

theology took shape.
it rarely leads to one
theological claims
evidenced

by St.

and the

Reformers

came to engage others

Theology does not happen
answer.

have

Paul,

In

early

that

a vacuum, and

some ways, our most significant

taken shape
the

in

in

engagement with others, as

church teachers,

apologists, and

who we, as God's people, are.

Without a doubt, Luther Seminary has an identity, but it is shaped
not only by our Lutheran traditions but by the people we engage
in our midst. I have been surprised to see some students assumig
that, simply because a reading is assigned by a Lutheran professor
at a Lutheran seminary, the author must be either Lutheran or a
straw man for the Lutheran perspective to deconstruct. I have
read as much at Luther from theologians from other traditions in

history, systematic theology, and Bible courses as I have of Lutheran
theologians, or professors regularly defending the text, regardless
of its authors' background. Conversely, I have also been surprised
to see other students assuming that, simply because an assigned
reading is from someone outside the Lutheran tradition, it holds
less weight than something written by a Lutheran author. I have
read texts from other traditions at Luther that enliven and enlighten

my understandings of who I am as a Christian ( and a Lutheran!).
It is as we engage readings, professors, staff, and peers from other

traditions that ours takes shape as well. Though Luther's identity is
decidedly Lutheran, it is also decidedly ecumenical. How successful
are we with regard to ecumenism? We are still learning, and, if
history is any indicator, we will be indefinitely. Nonetheless, it is
in learning to engage and appreciate from where we have come and
from where another is coming, even in the midst of discomfort and
inconvenience, that theology takes shape.
Luther

Seminary
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What' s Unique About Your Denomination?

Presbyterian

Methodist

Latini

By Theresa

By Alan Padgett

Assistant Professor, Congregation

and

Community

Care

Leadership

Professor of Systematic Theology

How many Presbyterians does it take to change a
light bulb? None! Lights willgo on and off at
predestined times!

five different

versions of this

and
they' re
Presbyterian

all about this

On
predestination)—
with

him

and

before

emphasize this

sovereign care

But

not all

for

at

Arelationship

theology is a personal

least

lame). Whether joking

for God, for self and neighbor, and

or not,

bad rap for this doctrine.
hand, John Calvin wrote about election( or

for the world. Most Methodists in
churches do not care much about
doctrine— we fight

predestination

that to the

Bible). On

the other

important way

as an

talking

about

follow Karl Barth;

Reformed

of the

some

follow

century Calvinists;

and, some are agnostic on the whole matter.

are two populations of people— those chosen

eternally with God

and those not chosen

he has discussed

the

Christian life

free

of election emphasizes the

gift of

by God.
at

by

2. Methodists believe in salvation by good works and
justification by will. This is false for Wesley and our

some

Simply

put,

standards of doctrine, which teach justification or " free

God

live

pardon" is a gift of grace, based on faith alone. He did

Calvin discusses

to

election

emphasize sanctification.

length. Further, his discussion

God' s

3. Sanctification is a bad thing. Actually Luther and the
Lutheran confessions have a robust doctrine of the Holy
Spirit, and of sanctification. Both Luther and Wesley taught

grace and our

corresponding
Dutch Reformed

Seventeenth century Scottish and
Calvin's notion of double predestination, but they
centerpiece of their
theology. ( See the Canons of Dort

response of gratitude.

about Christian holiness because it is found in Scripture.

theologians maintained
made election the

Westminster Confession

An over- emphasis on sanctification is a bad thing; some

century, Swiss
Reformed theologian Karl Barth reworked the theology of election. For Barth,
there is one population of people— those chosen
by God in Christ and because
and the

Christ. Jesus Christ is

of

work of the

Spirit,

we are

of

Faith.) In

the twentieth

electing God and the elected human. By the
united to Christ's
humanity; therefore, we are elect

us that there

the

is nothing

from eternity to
We

doctrine

in

that

worry. For when

are( people elected
which

that we can

participate

can rest secure

without

has little

to

is

of election

in

do

for

good news

to earn

anxious souls,

with

God

relationship
knowledge. We can love God

know whose

we

we are(

God' s),

5. Wesleyan theology is soft on original sin. Actually
Wesley' s doctrine of original sin is the same as Calvin's,

chosen us

and each other.

discover

of the desire to sin, which is what he meant by" perfection."

who we

by God) and how we are to live( as God' s covenant people,

Christian perfection is perfect love, not an absence of sin in

do

Luther's sense.

with

on and off

turning

1Y

light bulbs!).

Qu

poll,

P,

month

Fr

which he freely admitted to his Calvinist critics. Where
Wesley is different is in his teaching on holy affections( pia
desideria). He taught that the Spirit can gift us with freedom

and our neighbor

we

while also being deeply Anglican. We don't think he even
closer to Luther than Arminius.

reminding

God' s favor. God has

covenant

Methodists are guilty of that.
4. Wesleyan theology is Arminian. Wesley was a Pietist,
read Arminius, who was in the Calvinist tradition. He's

the

in Christ.

At its best,

Here are five common

1. Methodists don't have a theology. That one is almost
right, if you are speaking of local congregations! It's not true
of the tradition. Wesley was a practical theologian.

God' s

tradition agree about predestination:

the seventeenth

about ethics.

misunderstandings.

hand, Calvin's followers
of

with Jesus

Christ, and a focus on practical love:

about predestination

humanity.

Some follow Calvin;

after

joke

I' ve heard

sometimes get a

the one

doctrine

branches

for Calvin, there

think

actually. But the idea didn't originate
Reformed tradition. It goes all the way back to Saint

or with the

Augustine(

did

double

I

t the heart of Wesleyan

mnnO

r .

Says•'•
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What' s Unique About Your Denomination?

Lutheran
Mark A. Thronveit

By

Professor

not a process we undergo, but rather an act, a declaration. By means

Old Testament

of

Hebrew

and

of our faith in Jesus Christ we are declared righteous, forgiven by
God despite our sinful nature, as Paul says" while we were yet sinners

The

answer,
of
easy
Justification by Faith."

S

Lutheran

the

doctrine " by

itself

held

is

Christ died for us" ( Rom 5: 8b). Because of God's action in the cross

while

and resurrection of Jesus, which we receive by faith, we, sinners

the

though we be, are declared to be saints in the eyes of God ( thus the

of

understanding

characteristic of our

doctrine

the

But

falls" is

which the church stands or

distinctively

is

course,

iustus aspect of the equation).

denomination,

by

At

phrase made
our

famous

by

iustus

simul

declaration

of our

justification and forgiveness does not mean that we cease being
sinners. We remain in constant need of forgiveness, if for no other

quintessential

element

Reformer himself in

the

belief that Christians

time, however, this

Among the various aspects of this
including the " happy exchange," and the

Christians.
Lutheran understanding,
various solar, I think the

the same

all

virtually

both

are

is

conveyed

he

which

in

reason "[

a

Large Catechism Il, 54). As such, there is no hint of

perfectionism following our justification. We are, and remain, sinners
day we die . . . but justified sinners, forgiven for the sake of

expressed

saints and sinners at the same time,

b] ecause we are encumbered with our flesh, we are never

without sin" (

` til the

et peccator.

Jesus Christ.

Essentially, simul iustus etpeccator claims that justification is

Mormon
By

Roman Catholic

Mike Gaulke

By Mary Hess
Associate Proffessor of Educational Leadership

MDiv Junior

r-

kin g about how to answer the q
question
thinking

is hard for me to identifywhat's

What is it that is unique,
q
theologically
g
Y about

unique
about Roman Catholicism
q

t

n

belief in

Mormon

restoration of the

y

early

revelation

our

of is shared with at least one other form of

family,

the eternal nature of the

belief in latter- daY

our

because almost anything I can think

denomination?" I thought
of m Y faith's
g

your

belief in

tY A vertical hierarchical focus in
Christianity.

a

creative tension with a horizontal and global

church office of apostle, and

Christ

senses fidelium? A clear embrace of physical

Latter- day Saints theologically unique. As I prayed and meditated about
what I should share to those who would read this article, I felt impressed

practices? A spirituality that takes seriously the everyday

my feelings and thoughts of my Savior Jesus Christ.
Jesus is first and foremost my Savior and Redeemer. Through

in other Christian communities. I think what I would say is

the

beliefs

other

that make the

Church

of Jesus

of

to share

his death
Through

and resurrection,

the

Lord' s

on

and am given

Mount

the

of

for my

atonement

Through baptism I

dead

I have hope in

dead,

am

the

likeness

Olives

of

sin,

baptism I

his resurrection.

and on the cross of

'

am raised

from

Through his blood

Calvary, my Savior delivers me
Heavenly
weakness.

of

my Lord

hardships
I know
of sin

of

We

be

takes

life become

me,

my

pains, sickness, and

too much to

helping

me and

strengthening

my

bear I feel

the presence

me to

endure the

life.

lifted from

otherwise

of

through the

Through his

of

lifting

Jesus

me.

burdens

Holy Ghost

me, and

atonement,
absent

have felt his
I have

from my
of

Jesus lives. I have felt

comfort

burden

times of grief and pain.

"

ultimate lurking in the ordinary." When you combine that
creative imagination with a clear conviction that God's

grace pours out in infinite forgiveness and reconciliation,

than you have a potent recipe for witnessing to Christ in the
everyday- ness of Creation, and for a lived connection to the
Communion of saints. That imagination gives us room for

festivals and shrines, litanies and rosaries, not to mention

Jesus is everything to me.
preach of Christ, we
prophesy

being at least a partial catalyst for the creative work of artists
such as U2, Bruce Springsteen, Madonna, and Lady Gaga.

in Christ; we

Mormon)

in

the

once wrote that Catholics are unique because we see the

that would

experienced

nature.

talk of Christ, we rejoice

Christ." (The Book

that

through bodily practices( including a fierce commitment to
social justice), an awareness of how ritual can be freeing, and
a profound respect for Mary, the Mother of God.
One of my favorite novelists, Fr. Andrew Greeley,

spilt

Father, but he heals
the

sacramentality, a genuine engagement with the Incarnation

the

from my fallen nature and returns me to my Father in Heaven.
Not only does Jesus save me from sin and deliver me to my
When

that there are certain elements of Christianity that Roman

Catholics have tended more than others: a deep devotion to

eternal

glory and exaltation.
I become a joint-heir with him.

through

and

mysteries of life? These are all elements that can be found

joy

and

hope

So what is unique about Roman Catholicism? I guess I'd

say a sacramental, incarnational. imagination.
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Universalism

Universalism

Con
Ben

By

Pro

Worley

By Erik Roth

Pastor at Christ Lutheran Church, LeMars, IA

MDiv Senior

and St. Peter Lutheran Church, Brunsville, IA

ouldn't it be nice if John 3: 16
d like

talk

to

universal

The first

justify,

a

of

there so it reads," For God so loved the ELCA

Lutherans that he gave his only son, so that
everyone who believes the same thing they do
about Jesus may not perish but have eternal

I

as

is

that

understand

in the

God using

of

decision is

proclamation

that

made

system

everyone

sinners

in

church of

declare

Christ,

by

and

sends a

splits up. Then we would have even more name- calling and finger
pointing. Fortunately or unfortunately( depending on how you

particular things to particular

therefore

This

the ears,

declare

promise comes

actually

doing

look at it), this is not the world we live in. In reality, John 3: 16
doesn't point out the Lutherans or any other specific group as

unto you the

from
it

what

outside
says -

the sole object of God's love. We must be content knowing that

it

hear it.

God's love is for all.

however, everybody is already
proclamation
being spoken or heard. This

First of all, I don't understand why some individuals think
they have the authority to judge someone else's eternal salvation.
I am pretty sure that is Jesus' job. The last time 1 checked, Jesus

a system of universal salvation,

without a word of

saved"

justification is

a mere abstraction, not a promise,

never

be

God's

supposed

heard

spoken to or

by

They

sinners.

because

exist

the words need

merely

is not going to ask my opinion or your opinion about whether or

as a sign of

love.

not our neighbor is worthy of receiving eternal life. And thank

second problem, as

not satisfied with
and

by

the sins of those who

With

The

his authority, I
in

life." If that were the case then all this heaven and hell business

would be clearer. Indeed, Lutheran life would be grand; at least
for a few years, until some argument erupts in the ELCA and it

a called and ordained minister of the

of all of your sins."

of the sinner and enters

forgives

As

a particular place, "

forgiveness

entire

do

particular words that

is

God

the means of grace that

has instituted( preaching, baptism, communion) unnecessary.
How does all this happen? Proclamation works when God
preacher,to

was worded slightly different?

with

justification is de- linked from

problem

justified, rendering

problems

Just a word or two here and

Instead

proclamation.

two

it.

salvation

universal salvation,

to

about

is positively

I

understand

it, is

that universal salvation

God Revealed(

appalled

God for

is

is insufficient)

allowing or even perpetrating all manner of havoc and cruelty in the
is troubling!). It seeks to remedy this by tidying up God' s image.
Credit is still given to God for the good stuff ( like saving everyone)

and

God

forgiven for

gets

all

the

bad

stuff

because God

suffers

for

and

everything

particular

seeming

of

objectionable

because

must

who

be

protected

to

wants

have eternal life." I am not sure we are all on the same page as to

what it means to" believe in Jesus. Is it enough to say that
believing in Jesus means we affirm that he is the Son of
God, both fully human and divine, and that he was raised
after suffering crucifixion? Or does it mean more than just
affirming that those things happened, but that we believe

from

worship

an

god?

appalling
The problem

be

to
a

God

form

with all of this

electing God,

an

shaped

of

by

and

our

is

that,

ironically, God

ceases

instead becomes

desires.

in what Jesus said and taught in regard to

This is

decision theology, but instead

how we treat the poor, use money, love
our neighbors, and care for creation?

of

This being the case, is there anyone who
honestly believes in Jesus?

ourselves acceptable

supposedly) making
God by our seriousness

to

R

and conviction,

making a decision about what kind
God is acceptable to us. This is not good

My point is there is ambiguity of

we are
of

I(

j

Adams

good news
and

is

that

Eves like

control over these

God is

us who

important

used to old

play

games

matters.

God

and

try

kill our good intentions and pious airbrushing. And he raises
P
us u P with words of Ppromise that are spoken
directlyY into our
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we don't know, I propose we focus on what we do know.

to assert

That God so loved the world that he gave his only Son.

sends preachers to

ears," You are forgiven for the sake of Christ."

this text. Some take it to mean everyone

is going to heaven, and yet others can use
it to argue that nobody is. Instead of focusing on what

news.

The

be overwhelming... We

of John 3: 16, " all those who believe in him may not perish but

because God isn't actually in control
can't
really be blamed. Whatever the

justification, God

would

The second issue I would like to explore is the later part

us

and with us or maybe
of

The responsibility

be a violation of the first commandment. Ouch.

world

and

that!

could even go a step further by saying that all the individuals who
think they have the authority to judge another's eternal salvation
are essentially saying that they possess divine power, which would

Showing merry
by the Hidden God( God killing and damning
to some

``

Book Review

Rob Bell is ( Not)
Eric

By

Universalist:

a

My Two Cents on Love Wins
leaves room for the other to decide. God says yes, we can have what we

Clapp

MDiv Student, Consortium- Pacific Lutheran Theologiccal

Wins is

ove

hard book

a

Seminary

to review.

want,

Not

because it's theologically overbearing,
or that

to

its

more in the conversation. Near the end, he writes one of the most

declarative statements of the entire book. Still, to this day, it's the one

before

Rob

Bell' s fifth book, Love Wins, Bell

and

HarperCollins

publisher

a

promotional

video

someone' s

Gandhi

in Hell. This

was

have

that could

yet

that has stuck with me the most. Bell writes,

be

Thefather has taken care ofeverything. Its all there,
ready, waiting. Its always been there, ready, waiting.
Our trusting our change ofheart, our believing God's
version of our story doesn't bring it into existence,
make it happen, or create it. It simply is. On the
cross, Jesus says, Father,forgive them,for they know
not what they are doing"( Luke 23). Jesus forgives
them all, without their askingfor it.Done. Taken
care of.Before we could be good enough, before we

that

certainty

was the worst

ever

for all to

sounded the alarm
a[

to

Bell

happened for

blogosphere

the more conservative

is

it

released

where

questioned

thing

and critics wanted

A few

history:

recent

the publication of

his

may be an adequate label. Bell leaves far too many questions hanging
open to be definitive in any regard, but that just leaves room for

publication.

A little lesson in
weeks

It' s

could even believe the right things. Forgiveness

as

is unilateral. God isn't waiting for us to get it

they
hear," Rob Bell

together, to clean

gulp] Universalist!" Though he had not
read the book, pastor and author John

thus

ensued

began

Rob Bell

Love

by

sides

to

why folks, like Piper,

see

essential question of the

Divorce

that of

up— God

get

were

free

its

at
and

worst,

extremely

and

of C.S.

Lewis's

N.T. Wright's

Great

Surprised

by Hope. But, as I said earlier, if this
book does anything, it leaves room for
conversation. Just hopefully not on

Bell' s book. The

book is

Wins,
vague

annoyingly

creative hybrid

lesson.

the general thesis of

up,

inconclusive. At its best, it looks like a

and

controversy of whether or not
indeed, a Universalist. Consider

was,

It's easy

both

is

the

this the end of the

upset

with

agreeing

shape

up,

has already done it."( 190-91)

Piper melodramatically tweeted " Farewell"
to Rob Bell. An avalanche of tweets and
blog
posts

120-21)

a

an afternoon).

to review

many bloggers

that

long time to read( you

wins."(

because it's essentially a tale
books: The book that it is, and the book

hard book

prior

takes a

it pretty easily in

can read

of two

it

because love

So is Bell a Universalist? Some say yes, some say no. Bell makes a
point to eschew any labels. However, I think " hopeful universalist"

Twitter. And hopefully not beginning
with" Farewell".

will,

particularly just how free is free will? Freedom
takes the role as a central theme throughout the

book. Bell, in true form, quotes a number of

Biblical passages in attempt to dig deeper into the
Biblical

notions of

to

be

Bell

wants?" (

100) Bell

asks quite

because

the

and salvation.

says

depth

Near

God wants

observes that,"

saved and to come to a

Tim. 2)

wants

Heaven, Hell

book, he

middle of the

knowledge

t

h

of the truth." (

1

simply, " Does God get what God
no. God will not get what God
of

God' s love

requires unparalleled

God's

offers

powerful

love

requires

Yes,

ends

tracing

by

get what

freedom], do

the

themes

of

considering another
God wants [ because

we get what we want?"

Ave.,
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do

with

hunger, light for
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there

is

God is

that

loving.... If we

we are given a

reality free from

we get what we want.

to

St.

and reflects no official position

(

Bell

by saying,

nothing
love." ( 118- 19) " Yes,

want

chapter

love but

If God doesn't

answers that

want

a

redemptive

question: "

true
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all people

water

for

thirst,
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Campus Life

Bringing Health and Wellness to the Church
By

is a foundational assessment to our health and so foundational to

Karen Treat

Campus Nurse

hat is
gf

fifteen

has been
check

trained to

blood

as

help

to explain that a

save physical
with

pressures and

pray
doubted

I personally have never
Parish Nurse. The
of

I begin

a

to comprehend

their own

being

I usually sigh
Words really can' t
Parish Nurse is and does.

response.

Parish Nurse is

advocate,

It is hard for many

over.

many

community resource expert, health
go- between
among all those health systems, eyes glaze

health educator, health

motivator and a

asked of

times over the past

years as a parish nurse.

before giving my
describe all that

`

Often
a

Parish Nurse?" The

q uestion has been
me

M

a

lives,

the

is

would chose to

ill( as if that

the need

church

a nurse, someone who

why

for

merely

was all we

a congregation to

did).

have

a place that tends to the well-

community. It is a place of healing for the body, mind
At the same time, the church has neglected the body and

the

and spirit.

health ministry. Wherever there is a Parish Nurse, there is a blood
pressure clinic. At Luther Seminary, the blood pressure clinic is the
third Wednesday of the month after chapel.
On the whole, people
P P love to know their blood pressure. The blood

pressure can be a barometer to what is going on in their lives. When
a member of the community sits down with the nurse it can only
be a few moments before their lives spill out. The nurse hears the

changes going on with the person's physical health, their work life and
their families. In these short moments there is opportunity to teach,
encourage and sometimes pray.

I have served four" congregations" as a Parish Nurse. At each of
these settings the table where the blood pressure is taken is sacred

ground. Young and old know that when they sit down with my blood
pressure cuff,they are with an instrument of God. The ripping of the
Velcro, the pumping of the bulb, and the pressure of the cuff give the
people the assurance that someone is listening, and that healing is
taking place.

Blessings, Karen Treat, Luther Seminary Parish Nurse

ministered only to the spirit and mind. But we know Jesus came to
bring life abundant. This would include all ofwho we are, including
our bodies.

Primarily the Parish Nurse begins the ministry of health and
wellness with the monitoring of the blood pressure. Blood pressure

Ecumenism and Stewardship
By

I will leave it to those far more experienced in ecumenical matters

Chick Lane

Director

of

the Center for

Stewardship

Leaders

cumenism and

unlikely

stewardship

partners

for an

could suggest that all
need

be

money

and take

the extent of a

up

seem

article.

like

A wag

denominations

offerings.

This

might

stewardship dimension

to

ecumenism.

Actually, my experience has been quite

to speculate on the possibilities stewardship poses for ecumenical
agreements. I do find it fascinating that when varied Christians
think about being stewards- people who understand themselves to
be entrusted to care for that which belongs to God, people who are
responsible for creation and accountable to God—then denominational

differences start to pale. When we focus our attention on caring for
the things of God, we stand together striving to do that important
task as well as we possibly can.
3

different. My experience is that stewardship is one of the places

where denominations find common ground, even if they find
common ground in few other areas. I have been a part of stewardship
conversations that have included representatives of the ELCA, LCMS,

and WELS. We found unanimity in our understanding of various46
aspects of stewardship, including the interpretation of many key

passages in scripture. The people who brought us together for the

conversation commented more than once how amazed they were at
the genuine agreement we experienced on key issues.
The Ecumenical Stewardship Center is an organization that brings
together a wide variety of denominations from across the theological
spectrum in the United States and Canada. Again, there is much

agreement both on stewardship practices and stewardship passages.
I recently learned that the Wholeness Wheel that many of us

are familiar with through its use by Parish Nurse Karen Treat and
also through the ELCA Board of Pensions is actually not an ELCA
creation. Rather, it is the result of a joint effort of the ELCA and the

LCMS. The stewardship of self is also an area that we can agree on

despite a challenging denominational landscape.
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Proleptically speaking, one need only consider the
proliferation of this concept to construct a thorough

understanding of it. Throughout the prolepsis of
one' s existence a person may become interspersed in a

rich theological phrases and

I do

I

phenomenological ontology in which the train of thought

need to use a theological

As

that led to such a profound realization has now left the station.The

a result,

rr

available online

txs

rr

best

just the

at

in just the

terms

right time.

to perichoresis to

right

one's Healthy Leader index. Occasionally,
the proleptic profundity of an exercise leads

way

to an excess in futuristic endeavors which

From kenosis

pneumatology,

may prohibit the full range of motion.
As such this understanding may lead to
misintetpretation or confusion. As my

this

handy resource gets me through
of tough

the toughest

is "

though,
and

favorite,
My
Simultaneously Saint

Sinner." It is

so profound.

The

it is because it
a

forgiven

order to

deep

a diligence toward a deeper understanding

reminds me that

I

am saved

it

of one' s own in- depth connection of

am

by

oneself and another through a proleptically
practical experience. The contours and

that

it's like

daily

two

differently,

I' ve

participation of such a proleptically profound

occasion leads one to explore the various

at

they

ways in which one such as myself can participate in this endeavor. In short,

home.

the phenomenological outgrowth of such a prolepsis occurs often. It is

can' t coexist and yet,

seemingly

do... I actually know

a

being

Vikings fan

and a

The

in my

people

like

this

come to think of

it

in my
as

own

the-Brett

being
helping me

Lutheran phraseology! Thank you Rolf for
understand this significant Lutheran notion!
Favre

facets of this prolepsis develop a deep and
textured knowledge of the way in which the

me make sense of this

the same time.

put

I

A

help

Packers fan

To

say, such proleptic pronunciations require

I like

main reason

and simple phrase

can and

much, but I know I love you." Needless to

so simple and yet

sinner and

life, I' ve decided
a

grandmother Gertrude says, " I don't know

Zn

the time...no matter what.

grace... all

In

theological

personal

conversations.

meaning ofprolepsis derives from the Latin
word Pro; one who earns moneyy for a stated
task and lepticdl; a machine used to increase

by Luther Seminary
to help me use

Professor Rolf Jacobson
the

largr::,::

years

use a wonderful resource

Talk(

a htfag

terminology. Don' t get
major in college. I appreciate

a

get to use them enough.

also admit that, when

phrase,

f* ss than half a

often use theological

wrong, I was a religion
importance of deep and

me

will

artteCes

of

Eschatology, ecclesiology

and

epistemology...

imperative that one go back to the future and always remain aware of the

distancing which takes place in such a dialogical endeavor. Proleptically
speaking," that may be all I( you) need to know".

words used in seminary classrooms; words that seemingly roll off the tongues of

professors and seniors; and words that make their way into lunch conversations in the dining room at Luther, but words that
never, and I repeat never, get used around my dining table at home or with my friends on a Friday night. For those of you that
don't know what I

am

talking

about,

let's step into

a class

in GH 104

on some

morning

and

listen in...` The

epistemological way

of framing our ecclesiology has eschatological overtones," the professor proclaims. " But," the student replies, " I'm afraid that
the eschatological overtones of the author's ecclesiology is not an issue of their epistemology, but rather their existential reality." The professor
responses," Perhaps, but how does one differentiate between one's epistemological and existential hermeneutic in framing one's ecclesiology,
especially when it comes to eschatological issues?" Eager to share, a senior chimes in," On internship, I had this exact conversation with my
supervisor. And I think that the issue today is not an epistemological or an existential one, but rather I think our ecclesiological framing
stems from the null society in which we live and the need to frame our activities with a sense of purpose." And with that comes the end of
class and the professor reminding students that this will be picked up in their precept. And we are left wondering... so, what difference does
an epistemological frame make for those of use trying to create an eschatological spirit in the current ecclesiological reality?
Luther
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Table Talk

ill

The Concord asks itself...
If you could choose any
religion/ denomination other
than your own, what would it
be?

The Seminary through younger eyes
By Chris Zuraff and daughter Emma, 19 months
Chris Zuraff is a MDiv Senior

i`

Grilled Cheese

hris and his 19 month- old daughter sat down( well, sort of sat down)

an4
to talk about ecumenism

Bise{ue larlsm '
1" rcittSlt,
MCS*ntor

Chris: Hey Emma, do you know what it means to be` ecumenical?'
Emma: No way!* runs to get her fruit snacks*
Chris: Well, since you are only about 19 months old, I guess that makes sense...
let's try a different approach. Emma, do you love Jesus?* smirks and eats a fruit
snack*

Emma: No way!
The

Chris: ( note

denomination
of

Facebook.

561 friends

to self, this answer needs much more rehearsal...

for piety's sake)

Okay, well do you know that Jesus loves you?
Emma: Yeah!
gs

and

counting. Are
you among the

Chris:* sings" Jesus loves me, this I know..."*
Emma:*

flatly hums along and says..*

Jeeeesuts!

IChris:
Okay, Emma, maybe this wasn' t quite our question, or we haven't

elect?"

yet gotten to that point where we can talk about big words and concepts like
ecumenism. But you've at least got the heart of it: Jesus!

Marie Olson,

Emma: Jeeeesuts!

MDiv Senior

Chris: Thank goodness every question in seminary can be answered just like
in Sunday school! Do you think that Lutherans are ecumenical?
Emma: No way!* still munching on fruit snacks*

end
avjEr

Cc trsS.
Mr

11 i

Chris: * secretly hoping she would answer this way* " No way?!" What do
you mean, noway?" Silly girl! It's just because Jesus loves you and loves all your
brothers and sisters in Christ that we can say that Lutherans are ecumenical. You
see ecumenism is the science of being ecumenical. Churches are motivated to be
ecumenical for all sorts of different reasons. But motivation really might not be
quite the best way to talk about being ecumenical, you know why?
Emma:* continuing to munch on fruit snacks, but doesn't take the bait..
Chris: Well you already know why, silly! Jeeeesuts! Jesus loves you and me and

your brother or sister in Christ. That's what makes
the church ecumenical, not our well-meaning
Trees."
Liz

motives. And if you were in seminary, I might
ask you to get out your Book of Concord

Rossing

MDiv Junior

so we could start talking about the

science of ecumenism: Augsburg
i

Confession, article VII, satis est,
fr

and the sufficiency of unity in the
pure preaching of the gospel and
administration of the sacraments.

The er cIss

But that's for much, much later
in your sweet little life.

at

ernlcs"

Mlc?1at SCjt?

Chris and Katie Zuraff( holding Emma)

Answers to` Guess W o' on page 15- I.John Kilbride, Director ofDevelop em ent,•2.Joel Skindlov, MDiv
Senior; 3. Terri Elton, Associate Professor of Children, Youth,

for CYFMinistry.
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